2022 / 2023
Booking offer
winter

WINTER
BOOKING INFO

DEADLINE: march 18, 2022
2022-23 PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
• Book early (March 4) and receive extra discounts!
• $15 flat rate in-season shipping for all qualified booking dealers
• Free shipping* on orders over $10,000
• December 1 / January 15 PAYMENT TERMS available
• The only way to access Black Friday specials

TO PRE-BOOK YOUR ORDER:
Fill out the Excel Pre-Season Order Form spreadsheet that has been emailed to you.
Send your complete booking order to orders@mountainsportsdistribution.com.
Each brand has a separate tab. The first Master Sheet calculates order volumes from all tabs,
allowing you to track total amounts and discounts as you go.
If you have not received the excel spreadsheet please contact us and we can e-mail it to you again.

IN-SEASON ORDERS:
MSD’s Dealer Portal includes past invoices, orders in progress, tracking information, inventory
levels, descriptions of products, and online ordering of current and closeout inventory.

MSD DEALER PORTAL

* Free shipping does not apply to oversized items. Some exceptions to remote locations apply.
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SHIPPING INFO
Submit a Winter Booking of at least $10,000 and receive $15 flat rate shipping on most MSD
products* per order on all in-season orders.
Free shipping* for all booking orders over $10,000. Excluding POP Materials.

WINTER PAYMENT TERMS
• BOOKING OFFER SPECIAL: Payments due on December 1, 2022.
• B OOKING OFFER SPECIAL: Increase your 509 booking by at least 25% from your previous booking and qualify for extended terms to
January 15, 2023 on your entire 509 order.
• Net-30 Terms will be applied on all In-Season orders for dealers with approved credit.
• C ustomers currently on pre-pay terms (credit card) will be required to apply and be approved for credit in order to qualify for preseason payment terms.
• Dealers on pre-pay terms will be notified by e-mail prior to their booking order shipment.

GENERAL PRE-SEASON TERMS
• Discounts and terms will be forfeited for pre-season orders with revisions or cancellations exceeding 10% of the total order.
• Dealer must be up-to-date on accounts in order to qualify for any booking offer or in-season discounts.
• In order to submit a pre-season booking, MSD must have a current Dealer Application and Credit Card on file.

LATE PAYMENTS
• Invoices past due date will incur a 2% Late Fee. An additional 2% will be applied for every month the bill goes unpaid.
• Invoices past due date forfeit all discounts and free shipping. Applicable shipping charges will be added to your invoice.
• E rrant accounts will be placed back on credit card terms. We reserve the right not to ship any orders for accounts with
outstanding balances.

PAYMENT OPTIONS
• MSD accepts cheque, online payment or credit card (Visa or MasterCard). Credit card payments are not available for dealers on terms.
• W
 e encourage dealers to pay directly, using on-line banking (search for Mountain Sports Distribution as a payee with all major banks).
You will need to know your Customer Number to make a payment. If you don’t know your customer number contact us. A member of our
team would be happy to provide it to you.

* $15 flat rate shipping does not include oversized items or remote shipping addresses.
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WINTER
MOUNTAIN LAB
INNOVATIVE, INEXPENSIVE, AND INDISPENSABLE.
Mountain Lab Gear is our fastest growing brand for a reason. With great dealer
margins and high turnover product, this is gear that you want to stock.

Booking Amount

Early Booking
Discount
(March 4)

Regular
Discount

$12,000

12%

10%

$6,000

10%

8%

$4,000

8%

6%

$2,000

6%

4%

$1,000

4%

2%

SCOUT 2W 2-WAY RADIO

BESTS E LLE R

Mountain Lab’s most bulletproof two-way radio, the Scout 2W
Radio has been specifically designed to handle your most
extreme adventures. The radio is built strong, with IP67 dustand waterproof rating, and featuring a tough and durable
exterior.

EXTRA DEAL:
Order 10 heated glove liners and 10 heated
socks and receive 1 free pair of heated
glove liners

HEATED SOCKS
Mountain Lab heated socks provide
warmth on demand, right where you
need it. A low-profile heating element
completely encircles the toes and forefoot
area. The element is powered by a
lightweight battery housed at the top of
the cuff, where it won’t interfere with tall
boot cuffs.
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PROTECTION SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT
The Mountain Lab Protection Short Sleeve Shirt is
designed specifically for riders looking for upper body
protection that is primarily low-profile, comfortable and
lightweight.

BASE MARGIN AT
40% ON MOST ITEMS!

TOWER BOOT DRYER
The Tower Boot Dryer features four
drying towers that can be extended
to accommodate larger items such as
snowmobile boots and large gloves with
gauntlets. It delivers a steady, warm
airflow that provides 80% faster drying
efficiency without the risk of overheating
or damaging your expensive riding gear.

BUYERS’
GUIDE
MUST HAVES

HEATED GLOVE LINERS
Say goodbye to cold fingers with these
battery-powered heated glove liners.
Flexible heating elements wrap around
all five fingers for warmth, and a built-in
controller provides three heat settings to
dial in the right amount of heat. The fabric
is a soft, stretchy polyester/spandex blend
for a comfortable fit with unimpaired
dexterity. Each glove liner is powered by a
lightweight, rechargeable 1800 mAh battery
inserted into the cuff.

•

The Mountain Lab Flashlight
Series, including the X800,
X1260 and best-selling X1800
Lumen Flashlight Kit

•

Two-Packs of Mountain Lab
Scout Radios sold out in
21/22 and customers love the
convenience of buying the
set.

•

The Harvester Handsaw has
quickly become a favourite of
sledders, ATVers and hikers
– an awesome tool at a great
price.
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WINTER
MAMMUT
Booking Amount

Early Booking
Discount
(March 4)

Regular
Discount

$15,000

7%

6%

$10,000

6%

5%

$5,000

5%

4%

$5,000

4%

3%

$3,000

3%

2%

MAMMUT BARRYVOX S
The Barryvox features a 70m range (i.e.
can find buried victims 70 meters away
when searching), which is the largest of
any avalanche transceiver. This feature is
one of the key reasons this is one of the
best-reviewed transceivers on the market.
A sure hit.

BUYERS’
GUIDE

KEY TREND ANALYSIS

TRANSCEIVERS

SHOVELS

PROBES

Mammut Transceivers sold out twice
over in the Winter 21/22 Season. No other
transceiver has a stronger reputation
that the Barryvox series.

Hoe Shovels account for 68% of
sales. Snowmobilers gravitate toward
this feature, so ensure a good stock
of shovels with hoe-mode.

There has been a strong shift toward
longer probe lengths. The Speedlock
320cm and 280cm dominate market
share due to customer demand for
PROBES
these longer
lengths.

TRANSCEIVERS





Barryvox
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SHOVELS

Barryvox S














Alugator Ride Hoe
Alugator Ride

Pro Light Hoe

Alugator Pro Light

320 Speed Lock

280 Speed Lock

Carbon 280 Speed Lock

240 Short

HIGHMARK
Booking Amount

Early Booking
Discount
(March 4)

Regular
Discount

$25,000

8%

7%

$15,000

7%

6%

$10,000

6%

5%

$6,000

4%

3%

$3,000

3%

2%

HIGHMARK SPIRE VEST
The Highmark Spire is a unique product on the wall for retailers. It’s made of a very
unique lightweight material, unlike every other avalanche vest and features the
Protection Airbag System. We recommend it as the Premium Airbag on your wall.

Highmark sales continue to be spread evenly across the range, in terms of pack
models, pack styles (pack vs. vest) and airbag system (P.A.S. vs. R.A.S.). It is
better to stock small quantities of everything rather than load up on one style.

AIRBAG




PACK VS. VEST







Ridge

Charger L/XL

Spire

Pro

Pack



Vest

BUYERS’
GUIDE
KEY TREND ANALYSIS

INFLATION SYSTEM



R.A.S.



P.A.S.
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WINTER
KRANKEM
Booking Amount

Early Booking
Discount
(March 4)

Regular
Discount

$6,000

10%

8%

$4,000

8%

6%

$2,000

6%

4%

$1,000

4%

2%

$500

2%

HEAVY DUTY V-SHAPED
SNOWMOBILE DOLLY SET
This heavy duty snowmobile dolly set
features 2.5” PVC Swivel casters, rubber
ski protectors, a V shape, and heavy-duty
straps and a v-shape.. An essential tool for
moving snowmobiles around the shop.
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TRANSPORTER SNOWMOBILE
DRIVEABLE DOLLY SET
A completely redesigned driveable snowmobile dolly
set which is extremely simple to use and allows you to
drive your snowmobile on a variety of surfaces without
damaging your skis, shop floor, grass, or trailer.

Barocook
BAROCOOK
Booking Amount

Early Booking
Discount
(March 4)

Regular
Discount

$6,000

10%

8%

$4,000

8%

6%

$2,000

6%

4%

$1,000

4%

2%

$500

2%
BAROCOOK 850ML
The 850ml Food Container is the ideal size for a hot lunch
in the backcountry. We recommend pairing the sale of this
unit with a 10 pack of 50g Heating Packs.

BUYERS’
GUIDE

KEY TREND ANALYSIS

Once you start stocking the
BaroCook, it’s important to
have a supply of the 50g
10-packs, which work for both
the 850ml and 1200ml Food
Containers








Heating pack 50 gr 10 pcs/set
Food container 850 ml
Heating pack 20 gr 10 pcs/set
Food Container 1200 ml
Cafe mug 400 ml
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WINTER
Fox

Booking Amount

Early Booking
Discount
(March 4)

Regular
Discount

$15,000

7%

6%

$10,000

6%

5%

$7,500

5%

4%

$5,000

4%

3%

$2,500

3%

2%

FOX SHOCKS LIGHTWEIGHT SERIES
The new FOX lightweight mountain snow shocks are developed through a series of weight savings and ride improvements, focusing
on four key objectives:
1 LESS WEIGHT + RIDER FATIGUE = MORE RIDING
The Coil Shocks are 21% lighter than last year’s model
and the Float Shocks are 15% lighter than last year’s
model.
As a reference, about .63lbs each has been removed
from fully featured Fox QS3/QSR Float Ski Shocks and
about .75lbs each was removed from fully featured Fox
QS3/QSR coil ski shocks.

2

POSITION-SENSITIVE DAMPING = PLUSH RIDE WITH A BOTTOMLESS FEEL

3

BETTER HANDLING, MORE NIMBLE

4

QS3 QUICK SWITCH ADJUSTABLE SETTINGS

BUYERS’
GUIDE



KEY TREND ANALYSIS

MSD has seen lots of of growth
with Fox Shocks for the 21/22
season. The Lightweight Series
is a hit with customers.
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1.5 Zero
Float
IQS

L

SKINZ
Booking Amount

Early Booking
Discount
(March 4)

Regular
Discount

$12,000

7%

6%

$6,000

6%

5%

$4,000

5%

4%

$2,500

4%

3%

$1,000

3%

2%

POLARIS MATRYX PRODUCTS
- Windshield Pack
- Front Bumper (Standard & Next
Level Series)
- T-Slot Rails for Tunnels

- Adjustable Brake Levers (Heated
& Non)
- Headlight Delete Kits
- Hood Kit

ADJUSTABLE BRAKE LEVERS

BUYERS’
GUIDE
BOOKING TIP
•

Skinz Protective Gear products are
extremely challenging to get in-season, both
for consumers and MSD as a distributor.
We HIGHLY recommend booking this brand
to ensure you receive stock and avoid
customer disappointment.

•

If you’d like to stock coloured bumpers,
we highly recommend booking them. MSD
mostly stocks Flat Black coloured bumpers
in-season and has found that Skinz is
not able to meet in-season demand for
colourways.

These are a must-have! Available in heated or non-heated, Skinz’s
unique product is ideal for those with smaller hands looking for a more
comfortable riding experience. We can’t keep these on the shelves!
Order up!

HELIUM HOOD KITS
Helium Kits are seeing strong sales for Ski-Doo and Polaris snowmobiles. Helium
Kits offer a significant weight loss for sleds (typically 13-14 lbs).
Helium Hood Kits offer a larger windshield storage space in the headlight and
hood areas and include access panel to your Muff Pot. Helium hoods also include a
windsheild pack for even more storage.
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WINTER
CFR

STEALTH SERIES RACKS

Booking Amount

Early Booking
Discount
(March 4)

Regular
Discount

$10,000

6%

5%

$6,000

5%

4%

$3,500

4%

3%

$1,500

3%

2%

$1,000

2%

1%

Newly designed Stealth Series racks are low profile, bomber,
and designed to work with the factory holes in Ski-Doo Gen
4 and Polaris Matryx tunnels as well as with the Polaris T-slot
systems.
• Designed to be used with
• UV-resistant black anodized
Boardski 2.0 Brackets
coating
• 3mm Aerospace Aluminum
• Available in three sizes
Side Plates

BUYERS’
GUIDE

KEY TREND ANALYSIS

HANDLEBAR SALES

RISERS SALES

Handlebars continue to be a strong growth area with CFR.
Overall, they’re a low-cost upgrade for snowmobilers, but
can result in good billable shop hours for dealerships.

Year over year, we’ve seen a substantial increase
across the board for Knucks Risers. We identify this
as a key product to stock readily.


 


Munster
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Boondocker 2.0


 




Crow
Brown

Turcotte
Rooster 2.0



4" - Black

3" - Black

5" - Black

2" - Black

6" - Black

1.25" - Black

7"- Black

8" - Black

nikwax
Booking Amount

Early Booking
Discount
(March 4)

Regular
Discount

$2,000

8%

7%

$1,000

5%

4%

Nikwax manufactures the best substances on the planet to
keep gear at its best. Be sure to stock your shelves with this
line of waterproofing and conditioning products.

Slednecks

Snowmobiling’s famous lifestyle brand is back! Appease the masses
and bring this favourite line of hoodies, tees and hats into your stores
for Winter 22/23.

Booking Amount

Early Booking
Discount
(March 4)

Regular
Discount

$5,000

7%

6%

$2,500

5%

4%

$1,000

4%

3%
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WINTER
TOBE

TOBE is a clear leader of innovation in the snowmobile
outerwear industry. Their best-selling technical monosuits,
jackets, bibs and boots are renowned by the most
demanding snowmobilers and ideal for customers who
demand the best.

Booking Amount

Early Booking
Discount
(March 4)

Regular
Discount

$50,000

8%

7%

$30,000

7%

6%

$20,000

6%

5%

$10,000

5%

4%

$5,000

4%

3%

SPECIAL PREBOOK
OFFER
Order a minimum of 12 Hoback
jackets and receive a free Anca
jacket for every Hoback jacket
ordered. Example, order 15 Hoback
jackets and receive 15 Anca jackets
for free (in this example a $2999.85
retail value). Use this incredible
promotion to drive sales and build
margin. Limited quantities are
available and will be distributed on
a first come first serve bases.
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NOVO V4 MONOSUIT
Built with the same principles of design, the Novo
V4 Monosuit will uphold and build upon the solid
foundation of its predecessors. No aspect of
functionality or performance is overlooked or spared
in Novo V4. From the removable hood to the full-leg
zips, this one-piece snowmobile suit is packed from
top to bottom with all the features the backcountry
demands.

TIRO V3 MONOSUIT
TIRO V3 is the ultimate snowmobile monosuit for someone
who wants to maximise their bang-for-the-buck. It is TOBE’s
entry-level monosuit, but that does not mean it has entrylevel performance. As with all TOBE monosuits,
no corners have been cut regarding quality.
The Tiro V3 still has the market leading Sympatex® 45k
membrane and keeps you completely dry, no matter
what you throw at it. Available as both insulated and noninsulated, it’s the perfect monosuit for both trail riding and
deep snow.

VIVID JACKET & BIB
The Vivid Jacket & Bib are lightweight while
providing the technical reliability you demand from
all your gear in the harshest conditions. The Vivid
Jacket has a 45,000mm Sympatex® membrane
making it 100% windproof, 100% waterproof and
very breathable.

EKTA INSULATED MONOSUIT - WOMEN’S
The Ekta suit is a rugged, lightweight Monosuit that is built
to perform. The Ekta’s two layer design uses the Sympatex®
45,000mm Membrane for superior performance. This suit
is going to be your outerwear of choice for all winter adventures
thanks to the attention to details put into every aspect of the
design. From the women’s-specific fit to clever features
like laser cut venting in the collar and the 320° drop seat, this suit
is truly designed to maximize your winter experience.

EXPANDED CASUAL & TECHNICAL WEAR
Tobe’s Winter 22/23 Lineup is not to be missed! Durable, functional
and highly wearable layers, hoodies, tees and hats that are not to be
missed!

VIVID V3 MONOSUIT
At heart, we’re all just big kids who want to play in the snow. We’ve replaced the plastic sleds
of our youth with new and more expensive toys, but the feeling’s just the same. Monosuits give
us the freedom to move without limits and be kids again, but with all the modern features our
adult adventures demand. The Vivid V3 Monosuit is now in its 3rd generation, and while there
usually always are things that can be improved, we are not so sure
anymore.

TOBE HOLIDAY PROGRAM

BOOKING SPECIAL

•

Add qualifying products to your Booking and access the TOBE Holiday Free Product Program!

•
•

Qualifying Products: Ekta Monosuits, Vivid Jackets, Novo V3 Monos & Iter Jackets
After you add these products to your booking, you’ll unlock the Holiday Free Product Program, which allows you to purchase additional quantities
of these products (with your Booking Discount!) and receive FREE products! These free products are meant to help you build margin, use as
giveaway or as holiday promotions.
Free Products include:
• Ekta Monosuit = Free Vidi Shirt & Vidi Pant ($169.98 Retail Value)
• Vivid Jacket = Free Imus Down Jacket ($179.99 Retail Value)
• Novo Monosuit = Free Heater Jumpsuit ($189.99 Retail Value)
• Iter Jacket = Free Anca Jacket ($199.99 Retail Value)
Note: Holiday Booking Free Product Program quantities cannot total more than 40% of the total quantity ordered on your Booking Order.
Products ordered as part of the Holiday Booking Free Product Program qualify for your Booking Offer Discount, but do not qualify to bump
up a discount level.

•

•
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WINTER
509

Booking Amount

Early Booking
Discount
(March 4)

Regular
Discount

$60,000

8%

7%

$40,000

7%

6%

$20,000

6%

5%

$12,000

5%

4%

$7,000

4%

3%

$4,000

3%

2%

X7 GOGGLE
The next evolution of the industry changing Sinister Goggle is here. The
Sinister X7 Goggles will change the way you ride, packed with game
changing 5MAG lens innovation and cylindrical anti-fog lens for quick and
seamless lens change and unparalleled field of view.
Available as Ignite, XL, Fuzion, Fuzion Flow and Standard

EXTRA DEALS
•
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EXTENDED TERMS / Increase your
509 booking at least 25% from your
previous year and qualify for extended
terms to January 15, 2023 on your entire
509 order.

•

FREE GOGGLES / To reward dealers for
participating in the 509 RETAIL COMBO
PROGRAM, we will include 2 FREE
SINISTER X6 OR KINGPIN GOGGLES*
for every 10 helmets and 10 goggles
purchased to help you maintain your
margins.

•

SPECIAL BLACK FRIDAY PROMOTIONS /
Take advantage of the exclusive Black
Friday discounts we have available!
We offer a variety of items that you can
market as promotions and deals during
Black Friday Week to attract more
customers and boost sales.

•

Refer to the 509 Product Tab on the
Booking Order Form for discount offer
and products list.

DELTA V HELMET
Built specifically for snowmobilers that want a solution for sustained long rides,
at speed, in cold temperatures. The new Delta V Ignite puts you in control. Built
from the ground up starting with a new sleek and powerful shell design with
integrated spoiler, built specifically for speed. An ignite powered shield prevents
shield from fogging for optimal visibility and clarity.

INSULATED WOMEN’S ALLIED
Built for women that want the benefits of monosuit
capability and demand durable, waterproof, and
breathable performance. The 509 Women’s Allied
Monosuit Shell blocks all weather with fully seamtaped 5TECH™ waterproof/breathable 10k/10k fabric
and burly Cordura® 300D polyester. The perfect
blend of style, technology, and performance in a
one-piece designed to meet the needs of women in
the backcountry.

KIDS’ LINE
509’s new line of Kids’ outerwear includes an insulated jacket, pants, monosuit, glove and mitts.
Designed for the aspirational youth rider, whose passion to learn the sport transcends the learning
curve and drives them to practice and grow day in and day out. The Kids’ gear utilizes many of the
same features and materials 509 uses in adult outerwear garments – with waterproof and breathable
materials, fully seam-taped, insulated, and equipped with hem adjustments to grow with you.

509 BLACK FRIDAY

BUYERS’ GUIDE

Black Friday orders must be submitted along with your pre-season booking order by March 18, 2022. Dealers who do not submit a pre-season order
may not participate in the 509 Black Friday promotion. Black Friday items will be shipped around 2-4 weeks prior to Black Friday (November 25th,
2022) and the special promotion pricing may only be advertised from Black Friday on. Discounting prior to Black Friday is a MAP violation. The Black
Friday items are exclusive products, available for purchase only through the Booking Offer Order Form.
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WINTER
509

EXPANDED SUNGLASSES LINE
509’s lineup of best-selling sunglasses is a must-have for
retailers. These awesome colours and current trendy frames are
an easy sell on your countertops.

RAID DOUBLE BOA BOOT
The Raid Double BOA® boot is improved with the latest from BOA® lacing
systems. New H4 reel at tongue is High Capacity Reel with new recoil
feature that takes up slack when engaging the coil and geared to make a
stiff boot tight.




BUYERS’
GUIDE

KEY TREND ANALYSIS

BOOKING TIP
When ordering lenses, we
recommend calculating your
total number of goggles on order
and planning for 40% of this
number to order in lenses.

Monosuit

About half of your order of full-face
helmets should be the entry pricepoint Tactical Helmet.

CLOSED FACE
Jackets/Bibs

Range

The Canadian market is very uniquely partialForge
to the
Delta R3 Ignite, with flip-down visor and removable
shield. We recommend making this a significant
portion of your closed-face order.




Tactical 2.0 Alititude 2.0
Altitude Carbon 2.0
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HELMET SALES

OPEN FACE





R-200

Evolve

Stoke




Delta R3
Delta R4
Delta R3 Carbon



Kingpin
Kingpin Ign
Youth

R-MOR PROTECTION SERIES







509’s team of athletes, consumers, designers, and salespeople have at some point
had it go wrong fast while riding in the mountains, or out on the trails. The luck or
fate that follows is out of our hands, but what 509 can help with is how you come
out the other side. Choose from Protection Vests, Shorts, Elbow Pads and Knee
Pads.








OUTERWEAR SALES

Monosuit

Range

Jackets/Bibs

Forge

MONOSUITS

INSULATED

The split is almost even between 509’s monosuits
and jacket-pant combos. A healthy mix in your
order will be successful!

Insulated outerwear from 509 is a huge
part of the program moving into 22/23.

GOGGLES SALES

Evolve
Expect increased demand next year with the
Stoke
introduction of the Sinister X7 with 5Mag lens
changing. 509’s best selling goggle just got better!

 


 







R-200
















Tactical 2.0 Alititude 2.0
Monosuit
Monosuit
Jackets/Bibs
Jackets/Bibs
Altitude Carbon
2.0



Kingpin
Delta R3
Delta R4
R-200 Evolve
Evolve
DeltaRange
R3Range
Carbon R-200
Kingpin Ignite
Forge
Forge Stoke
Stoke
Youth


Sinister X6
Aviator 2.0

Sinister X7 Ignite
Aviator 2.0 Ignite
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802 9 ST N, GOLDEN, BC V0A 1H2
PLACE YOUR ORDER:
ONLINE: MOUNTAINSPORTSDISTRIBUTION.COM
BY E-MAIL: ORDERS@MOUNTAINSPORTSDISTRIBUTION.COM
BY PHONE: 1.888.987.7533 (SLED)

SEND YOUR BOOKING ORDER FORM BY EMAIL:
ORDERS@MOUNTAINSPORTSDISTRIBUTION.COM

